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A Cat Named Swan
The trio of Witches from Spell on Wheels return in this follow up cross country series! The witches Andy, Claire, and Jolene find themselves
back on the road traveling across the American Southwest when a mysterious dark force possesses Claire. Spells and confessions fly as the
group confronts phantoms, cryptids, and personal drama. As they make their way along the I-10 toward the elusive presence possessing
Claire, they discover you can't go home again, not really, and they're running out of time. Collects Spell on Wheels: Just to Get to You #1-#5.

Frankie Comics
Fable Comics
The U.A. students have reached the practical portion of their final exam, but they didn’t expect to have to beat their own teachers in order to
pass! Paired with his archrival Bakugo, Midoriya has to try to take on none other than All Might himself. Working with Bakugo is one thing, but
is giving everything he’s got to beat All Might more than Midoriya can handle? And in a nearby arena, Yaoyorozu and Todoroki endure a
similar struggle. Meanwhile, a sinister new adversary prepares to make a move -- VIZ Media

The Complete Chi's Sweet Home, 2
Vertical's most popular comic of all time, Chi's Sweet Home, now available in a complete box set. Packaging all 4 volumes of the series into a
cute collectors edition box with a cute bonus item included! Chi is a michievous newborn kitten who, while on a leisurely stroll with her family,
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finds herself lost. Seperated from the warmth and protection of her mother, feels distraught. Overcome with loneliness she breaks into tears
in a large urban park meadow., when she is suddenly rescued by a young boy named Yohei and his mother. The kitty is then quickly and
quietly whisked away into the warm and inviting Yamada family apartmentwhere pets are strictly not permitted.

Creative Haven Country Gardens Coloring Book
Nanami doesn't want to miss out on the fun when a hot teen idol joins the student body. Tomoe reluctantly agrees to let her go, as long as
she conceals her divine mark. After all, what could possibly go wrong at high school? -- VIZ Media

Chi's Sweet Home
"Based on a famous Vocaloid music video."

My Hero Academia, Vol. 8
It’s Naoto’s first day of college, and the last person he expected to see was his high school ex Taichi, whom he’d dumped after a huge
argument. Even though years have passed, Naoto finds he’s still steamed over some of the harsh words that were exchanged, but he also
recognizes how much Taichi has matured since then and can’t help getting pulled back in. Will the discovery of his friend’s crush on Taichi
fray the fragile threads of this mending relationship? -- VIZ Media

FukuFuku Kitten Tales
Takamiya Honoka is just an ordinary high school student who sits next to Kagari Ayaka, the "Princess" of the school, and has never said a
word to her. However, one day when Takamiya's life is put in danger, Kagari arrives to his rescue and it's revealed that Kagari is what is
known as a Workshop Witch within the city and Takamiya is under her protection.

Magus of the Library 4
Jason Thompson, Level 14 Shaman/Oozemaster and author of Manga: The Complete Guide, joins forces with Victor Hao to deliver a
wickedly funny send-up of manga and gamer culture. Roll up your character and get ready! THE GREATEST GAMER ON EARTH At the
University of California, Escondido, no one would guess that freshman Shesh Maccabee is a hard-core gamer—and in recovery to boot,
following a court order, a wireless ban, and months of therapy (all because of one little seven-day Internet café episode). His friend
Mike—who personally prefers Japanese-console RPGs—is tasked with keeping Shesh far away from any computer with access to World of
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Warfare. Everything's going according to plan—until a Ren Faire fangirl introduces them to the campus gaming club, where they meet
Theodore, a fanatical tabletop game master whose single goal in life is to run the greatest Mages & Monsters game in the world. And there
just happens to be room for two more players. Soon Shesh and Mike are dragged into the dungeon of hard-core gaming—and cops, baboon
men, Sri Lankan cave roaches, and Gothémon card collectors converge in the zaniest adventure that ever involved twenty-sided dice!

Escape Journey, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
A young boy named Link must defeat evil at every turn on his long, perilous quest to find the Triforce and deliver it to Princess Zelda! The
Legend of Zelda: Legendary Edition contains two volumes of the beloved The Legend of Zelda manga series, presented in a deluxe format
featuring new covers and color art pieces by Akira Himekawa. The battle for Hyrule and the Sacred Realm has begun! A young boy named
Link must defeat evil on his long, perilous quest to find the spiritual stones that hold the key to the Triforce, and deliver them to Zelda,
princess of the land of Hyrule. Young Link embarks on a perilous quest to find three spiritual stones that hold the key to the Triforce, the
wielder of which will rule the world! Link's plan is to deliver the stones to the Princess of the mystical land of Hyrule, Zelda. But obstacles
abound and his long journey has only just begun!

King of RPGs 1
It’s off to summer camp for Midoriya and the U.A. students! But this is no ordinary vacation—it’s high-impact training where the students are
expected to develop their Quirks even further! The teachers have set up some tough challenges, but none will be as difficult and as life
changing as the threat a new group of enemies poses. What’s even worse is who the villains’ target is and why -- VIZ Media

Chi's Sweet Adventures
Cat lovers and comic readers alike rejoice at the return of manga’s biggest name in feline cartoons – Chi! Chi’s Sweet Adventures collects
dozens of new full color Chi stories. Chi is back! Manga’s most famous cat comic returns with a brand new series! Inspired by the new
Amazon PrimeTV anime, Chi’s Sweet Adventures collects a number of new full-color kitty tales made for readers of all ages!

The Complete Chi's Sweet Home Box Set
Based on the hit games by CD Projekt Red! The Witcher is now a Netflix Original Series! As Geralt explores new career possibilities, he
receives a request from the mayoress of Towitz--a small town where children are being kidnapped by Foglets. Upon accepting the work,
Geralt's thrust into the mysterious past of a mourning mother and her now abducted son. Caught between the townsfolks' recollections of the
kidnapping and a slew of disturbing visions, Geralt must face the approaching danger with his own intuition. Created in close collaboration
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with the studio behind the games! Collects issues #1-#4 of the Dark Horse Comics series The Witcher: Fading Memories.

Sachi's Monstrous Appetite 2
True Romance, directed by Tony Scott, is a hilarious, twisted road movie about which Interview raved, "A pop-crazy, instant B classic with A
clout." Alabama, a hooker, and Clarence, a comic-book store clerk, fall in love and hit the road in a purple Cadillac. They are going to Los
Angeles to start a new life -- with a suitcase full of cocaine accidentally stolen from Alabama's defunct ex-pimp. Guided by the spirit of Elvis,
Clarence attempts to sell the coke to a top Hollywood director, putting the young lovers in the middle of a standoff between the narcs and the
Sicilian gangsters who rightfully own the cocaine. This publication of Tarantino's first screenplay, written when he was still a video-store clerk,
contains the original ending and Tarantino's "answers first, questions later" structure, both of which were altered by Scott.

Toppu GP 4
A story about a poor boy swept away by a kind library mage and the (literal) magic of reading, Magus of the Library is a beautifully-drawn,
spirited fantasy adventure, like a Fullmetal Alchemist for all ages! Ages 13 and up. In a lushly-detailed fantasy world reminiscent of Arabian
Nights, the Great Library is the center of learning in the world, and its librarians are capable of magnificent feats of magic! In a small village
far from the Library, a poor little elf boy struggles against bullies who call him "knife-ears." His only solace: the books he sneaks out of the
village's tiny branch library, which he's not allowed in. When a librarian from the Great Library arrives, he's dazzled by her knowledge and
glamor. Their meeting will change his life and begin the adventure he's always dreamed of having!

With a Dog and a Cat, Every Day Is Fun, Volume 2
The conclusion! Komaru decides to remain in Towa City with Toko, determined to put an end to the reign of terror inflicted by the children of
the Warriors of Hope. But to bring about a resolution, not only must she defeat the remaining Warriors, but also the last-ditch weapon of the
adultsthe massive Big Bang Monokuma! Does a horribly ordinary high school girl have what it takes to stop this mutually assured destruction
between two generationsand shape the destiny of Towa City and the Future Foundation? Based on one of the multiple video games in the
Danganronpa franchise, Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls is the missing story that goes between the original Danganronpa:
The Animation manga, and the recently published manga series Danganronpa 2: Ultimate Luck and Hope and Despair.

The Complete Chi's Sweet Home, 3
Color your way through the countryside with 31 gorgeous garden scenes that celebrate country living. This captivating book features lush
gardens, scenic landscapes, romantic table settings on terraces, much more.
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Arakawa Under the Bridge, 6
For use in schools and libraries only. Follows the adventures of Chi, a michievous kitten who is adopted by Yohei and his family, the
Yamadas, even though their lease explicitly states pets are not allowed in their building.

Manga Art for Beginners
Toppu Uno never wanted to race motorcycles. He was perfectly content watching his sister ride with his eagle eyes, he knew her lap times
before the the stopwatch did. When he's convinced to take a ride on a minibike for the first time, his hours of observation translate into instant
skill on the track. But turning a quick lap and winning a race are two very different things

Chi's Sweet Coloring Book
Designed for how people learn The ideal manga drawing book for beginners Includes ideas for how to draw your own graphic novel Have you
spent years admiring manga drawing and wondering how to draw cool stuff, but you haven’t known how to make it on your own? This book
by Danica Davidson and illustrated by the amazing Melanie Westin will guide you to drawing your own manga. These two help you find your
why and include how to draw for adult beginners in this book. They also include how to draw anime for beginners, how to draw cartoon comic
strips, how to draw tigers, and more. This cartoon drawing guide will be especially useful for the beginner cartoon artist. This belongs on any
anime bookshelf and can help readers create a book. Learn more about the art of manga with Danica Davidson and Melanie Westin in
Manga Art for Beginners: How to Create Your Own Manga Drawings.

Home Sweet Home
Thrilling and timeless, Lost Horizon is a masterpiece of modern fiction, and one of the most enduring classics of the twentieth century. Hugh
Conway saw humanity at its worst while fighting in the trenches of the First World War. Now, more than a decade later, Conway is a British
diplomat serving in Afghanistan and facing war yet again—this time, a civil conflict forces him to flee the country by plane. When Conway's (a
British diplomat) plane crashes high in the Himalayas, Conway and the other survivors are found by a mysterious guide and led to a
breathtaking discovery: the hidden valley of Shangri-La. Kept secret from the world for more than two hundred years, Shangri-La is like
paradise—a place whose inhabitants live for centuries amid the peace and harmony of the fertile valley. But when the leader of the ShangriLa monastery falls ill, Conway and the others must face the daunting prospect of returning home to a world about to be torn open by war.

Hatsune Miku: Acute
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Celebrate the 20th anniversary of PAUL POPE's (Battling Boy, Batman: Year 100) Eisner-nominated sci-fi/cyberpunk classic with this new
edition. Time Magazine listed HEAVY LIQUID among the 100 most important science fiction graphic novels of the decade when it originally
debuted in the 2000s, and its relevance and influence has only increased since it was first published. In a future where New York has evolved
into a sci-fi metropolis, a man named S becomes entwined in a mystery that's littered with love and drugs and in particular, an addictive
substance called heavy liquid that's both a drug and an art form. In his search for the one artist skilled enough to render heavy liquid into a
perfect sculpture, S finds himself battling deadly psychopathic foes as well as the inner demons of addiction. If he can survive these physical
and mental trials, S just might discover the shocking secret behind heavy liquid, and a love he thought lost forever. Collects HEAVY LIQUID
#1-5

Sue & Tai-Chan 3
"I think this might be the best YA novel . . . I've ever read." —John Green From E. Lockhart, author of We Were Liars—the New York Times
bestselling phenomenon—and the uproarious and heartwarming Ruby Oliver books, comes a fast-paced and hysterically funny novel that
answers the question: What would it be like to be a fly on the wall in the boy's locker room? At the Manhattan School for Art and Music, where
everyone is “different” and everyone is “special,” Gretchen Yee feels ordinary. She’s the kind of girl who sits alone at lunch, drawing pictures
of Spider-Man, so she won’t have to talk to anyone; who has a crush on Titus but won’t do anything about it; who has no one to hang out with
when her best (and only real) friend Katya is busy. One day, Gretchen wishes that she could be a fly on the wall in the boys’ locker room–just
to learn more about guys. What are they really like? What do they really talk about? Are they really cretins most of the time? Fly on the Wall is
the story of how that wish comes true.

Danganronpa Another Episode: Ultra Despair Girls
Fans of Johnny Wander, Pusheen, and Chi's Sweet Home will love this collection of the hit webcomic Frankie Comics by Rachel Dukes.
When they discover a kitten asleep in their doorway, real-life artist couple Rachel and Mike immediately fall prey to her charms. Soon, the
new queen of their home is a blue point Siamese cat named Frankie. Stealing snacks, making mischief, and taking snuggling very seriously,
Frankie proves, again and again, the wholesome joys of a feline companion. Hilarious indie comics darling Frankie Comics is collected for the
first time in this full-color hardcover edition – purrfect for cat lovers everywhere.

Heavy Liquid
The adorable new odd-couple cat comedy manga from the creator of the beloved Chi's Sweet Home and Chi's Sweet Adventures, in full color
and formatted for English readers, just like Chi! Sue is an aging housecat who's looking forward to living out her life in peace but her plans
change when the mischievous black tomcat Tai-chan enters the picture! Hey! Sue never signed up to be a catsitter! Sue and Tai-chan is the
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latest from the reigning meow-narch of cute kitty comics, Kanata Konami.

The Complete Chi's Sweet Home, 4
Discover this beautiful pet-adoption story from Holly Hobbie, the creator of the bestselling Toot & Puddle series and one of the most treasured
children’s illustrators of all time. Beloved author-illustrator Holly Hobbie presents the story of a rescue cat’s adoption, the paradise he finds,
and the transformative joy he brings to his new family. Holly Hobbie’s intricate watercolors evoke the small kitten’s hardscrabble life as
powerfully as they do his blissful one. This story tugs the heartstrings and is a testament to the importance of pet adoption and the powerful
ways that pets connect with their people.

The Legend of Zelda: Legendary Edition, Vol. 1
A visual feast on 'the extravagance of the bohemian', the homes in this collection are a testament to personal style that readers will find
inspiring and influential. Since the 1970s, Oberto Gili has been one of the most prolific lenses in the world of editorial photography, his lush
images of fashion and interiors gracing the pages of House & Garden, Town & Country, and Vogue. This collection of his signature interior
photography spans this significant career. Gili's passion for the grand, bold, and quirky granted him access to the inner sanctums of both high
society and the bohemian demimonde. The selection includes numerous homes of French and Italian nobility, lords of the European and
American creative class, and the photographer's own remarkable Piedmont farmhouse. This volume of Gili's best work is a sumptuous and
voyeuristic study of his most arresting interiors and emphasizes the adventurous nature of both the homes and their occupants. These homes
exude in turns grandeur, whimsy, and tranquility, each interior imbued with the unique style of its occupants. The book features more than 40
homes throughout the world--from New York penthouses and artist lofts to seventeenth-century Italian villas and country homes in
Morocco--each personally selected by Gili and shown in full. Each house is accompanied by a short descriptive text by Susanna Salk.
Sprinkled throughout the book are 10 short texts by selected homeowners (Isabella Rossellini, Mary Randolph Carter, Muriel Brandolini,
Marella Caracciolo, Paul Fortune, and Beatrice Monti, among others) describing a personal history of the individual spaces.

Fly on the Wall
Chi is a mischievous newborn kitten who, while on a leisurely stroll with her family, finds herself lost. Overcome with loneliness she bursts into
tears - but then she is rescued by a young boy named Yohei and his mother. The little kitty is whisked away into the warm and inviting
Yamada apartment complex; where pets are strictly not permitted. This deluxe larger edition collects the first three volumes of Chi's Sweet
Home, and also includes a preview chapter of Kanata's latest series FukuFuku: Kitty Tales (Both series from Vertical)!

Chi's Sweet Home 6
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Sue & Tai-Chan 2
"Amazing cartoonists take on classic fables from Aesop and beyond!"--Cover.

Creative Haven Fabulous Fashions of the 1970s Coloring Book
Follows the adventures of Chi, a mischievous kitten who is adopted by Yohei and his family, the Yamadas, even though their lease explicitly
states pets are not allowed in their building.

The Witcher Volume 5: Fading Memories
Are you a dog person? Or maybe a cat person? Or maybe both? Based on author Hidekichi Matsumoto's real life experience, she shows us
what it's like to live with both a dog and a cat! Mangaka Hidekichi Matsumoto lives with both a dog and a cat. Her dog is cute, innocent and
full of joy! The cat on the other hand has a scary face, aloof and a master thief. Every day life in a multi animal household is fun and filled with
laughter and tears Here's a new type of manga for both dog and cat lovers alike!

Chi's Sweet Home
Fans of monster romance manga, look out! Sachi's Monstrous Appetite will slake your thirst! Makie's a boy in love, with his tall, older
classmate Sachi. As a sign of his affection, he makes Sachi a special lunch every day. Sachi loves Makie, too, but she has a secret she's
actually a shapeshifting monster called a watari, and she was drawn to Makie because he smellsdelicious! But it's not just Sachi who's drawn
to Makie's scent, and soon, he realizes the entire monster world is after him. Fortunately, Sachi's a watari who eats watari, and she pledges
to protect him. But how long can Makie survive, with Sachi's appetite the only thing between him and a monster's belly?

Witchcraft Works, Volume 15
Chi's Sweet Home is recognised as one of the most popular cartoon properties in Japan today. Chi, the titular cat character, is loved by fans
worldwide on the internet and mass media. After a successful manga release and a brand new cartoon series streaming on Amazon Prime,
Chi returns in a brand new colouring and activity book featuring dozens of illustrations from award winning cartoonist Konami Kanata.

True Romance
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Best-selling mangaka Hikaru Nakamura (Saint Young Men) makes her English language debut with this surreal comedy starring a 620-yearold water sprite, a man with a star for a head, a nun, and a samurai who runs a barber shop under Tokyo's Arakawa Bridge. Part 5 contains
volumes 9 and 10 of the Japanese edition. Ichinomiya Kou has always lived according to the creed of his wealthy, successful family: never be
in debt to anyone. But one day, after having his pants stolen and hung on the trusses of the Arakawa Bridge by a pack of rogue kids, his life
is saved by a homeless girl named Nino. In In order to pay her back, Kou promises to be her boyfriend; and thus begins his new life under the
bridge.

Fairy Tail Ice Trail
"First published in Japan in 2010, 2011, 2012 by Kodansha Ltd. Tokyo"--Colophon.

Lost Horizon
Spell on Wheels Volume 2: Just to Get to You
Chi is a mischievous newborn kitten who, while on a leisurely stroll with her family, finds herself lost. Overcome with loneliness she bursts into
tears - but then she is rescued by a young boy named Yohei and his mother. The little kitty is whisked away into the warm and inviting
Yamada apartment complex, where pets are strictly not permitted. This deluxe larger edition also includes a preview chapter of Kanata's
latest series FukuFuku: Kitty Tales (Both series from Vertical)!

Kamisama Kiss
Thirty-one memorable outfits range from the hippie carryovers of bell-bottom jeans, peasant blouses, and maxi dresses to mid-decade
tailored blazers and pantsuits to carefree disco dresses of the late '70s.

My Hero Academia, Vol. 9
The adorable new odd-couple cat comedy manga from the creator of the beloved Chi's Sweet Home and Chi's Sweet Adventures, in full color
and formatted for English readers, just like Chi! Sue is an aging housecat who's looking forward to living out her life in peace but her plans
change when the mischievous black tomcat Tai-chan enters the picture! Hey! Sue never signed up to be a catsitter! Sue and Tai-chan is the
latest from the reigning meow-narch of cute kitty comics, Kanata Konami.
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